Name: ___________________________________________________

Class: ________________

Alley Pond Narrative
Revised Due Date: Tuesday, November 17, 2015
Many of you have been asking for more details about your narrative assignment. I hope the
information below will help you do your best work.










Introduction with VOICE
Monday at the pond should include details and impressions of the time at the pond. This
should be at least a paragraph.
Monday afternoon in the science room should tell what we did in the science room your
discoveries and impressions. This should also be a paragraph.
Tuesday morning with Peter should discuss Peter’s corrections of our misconceptions and
other information he gave us.
Details on organisms found: each organism found should be discussed, the information about
it from the resources in my room, Peter or any other research you might have done on your
own (research on your own is not required).
The labeled detailed picture of each organism found (hand drawn, not downloaded from books
or internet).
A paragraph that includes a discussion of the health of the pond (polluted or not & why).
A closing using VOICE.
Please cite your sources at the end. A simple list of the names of the books or other resources
that were used. “In my notebook” is not acceptable!

Other Information:





Turn in your narrative with your checklist
Do NOT staple pages together!
Use only ONE side of the page.
Name, class and Page number on every page.

Below is the original checklist in case you misplaced the first one.
Alley Pond’s Narrative Checklist
Do it all. Get a four!
Our trip was on Monday, October 19, 2015.
Peter Schmidt, (Queens College GLOBE scientist) joined us there.
On Tuesday, October 20, 2015, Peter Schmidt came to our school.
__Tell what you did at the pond
__Tell what you did back in science on Monday
__Tell about Peter’s visit on Tuesday
__Tell what we learned about the water quality
__Include labeled pictures of the organisms found
__Remember to use VOICE
__Include DETAILS!
__Check that all CONVENTIONS are correct
I will date stamp them. I am very excited & looking forward to reading your Narratives! Thank you, Mrs. Bosi

